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II. Requirements

A. Introduction

1. Concept

A 2D arena deathmatch game, featuring heavy physics-based gameplay where players must

achieve acceleration, manage their energy, and beat the competition out of the ring. It is

designed as a party game, and o�ers short, fast-paced rounds that encourage players to keep

playing in an attempt to prove themselves the best versus their friends.

We are targeting mainly the age group of 13-29, as well as anyone who is young at heart. People

who like short, mini-game style party games such as those found in Mario Party, Jackbox Pack,

etc. will �nd our game heavily inspired by their style of gameplay and friendly competition.

Kickback is unique in that it o�ers completely di�erent control schemes to de�ne play-style.

Most games try to put players on a level playing �eld by equalizing the environmental factors,

we instead encourage people to �nd their niche in this wild world of questionable

opportunities. Kickback entertains through absurdity.

2. Overview

Kickback is an arena deathmatch game where players have to move around and attack one

another in elimination to emerge as the �nal survivor. Play happens inside a designated space

in the middle of the screen, which displays a top-down view of the arena. Player controls will

be placed outside this space.

Players can choose between di�erent characters, all with unique skills, controls, and

movement, supporting di�erent playstyles. The primary mode of locomotion for each character

is di�erent, and each control scheme o�ers its own challenges and advantages.

The primary mechanic in any deathmatch is of course, elimination. Now Kickback is a physics

game, and characters are supposed to move as fast as possible, so of course when they crash,

the one moving faster wins.

Alternatively, the same item that characters use for movement can be used to attack other

characters directly, although they come with a signi�cant disadvantage of being rather slow to

activate. Without proper timing, one who stays still in hope for a lucky hit is a sitting duck.



Hence, players can eliminate one another through two main mechanics: 1) Crash, when two

characters collide with each other, the slower one loses a life, 2) Bash, where characters attack

with their weapon directly striking the target, causing the latter to lose a life.

There are also various e�ects that are triggered occasionally by players obtaining an item that

comes on screen. These can either a�ect part of or the entire arena, or only certain characters.

Kickback supports local (same-device) multiplayer and LAN multiplayer.

3. Platforms and Technologies

Our initial release will be targeted at iOS for iPad, with the aspect ratio closer to square. A

future release may adapt the game to play well on smaller, elongated screens such as the

iPhone. The game will be mostly implemented with built-in libraries in Swi�’s ecosystem:

Physics Engine: SpriteKit

Media Layer: SpriteKit, AVFoundation

Networking: MultipeerConnectivity

User Interface: UIKit

B. Revised Speci�cation

As we started on the implementation of power-ups and stage e�ects, we have clari�ed and

detailed the types of power-ups and stage e�ects that we intend to implement. As an initial

proof-of-concept, we have added the boost, invincibility, and repel bu�s, as well as the gravity

and poison stage e�ects. The status e�ect system (which ties power-ups and stage e�ects

together) is open to extension and additional status e�ects can easily be added in the future.

We have also decided upon how the scoring system works, as well as the game ending

conditions. We have chosen to score players based on their number of kills and deaths, with

kills granting 500 points and deaths costing 500 points. As for the game ending conditions, we

have decided to give each player three lives, and set the game to end once the time has run out,

or when only a single team is le� standing. We have decided against allowing the characters to

take multiple hits / clashes before dying, in order to encourage a fast-paced game. However, as

part of the implementation of invincibility, we did add a health system. Players now have a

maximum health of 1 and it would be easy to increase this value if we �nd a need to (perhaps as

part of introducing additional game modes).

We have also decided upon how team-vs-team games work, and how the team setup process is

like. To simplify the logic of the game, all games are essentially team-vs-team - at any point,

each player must be part of a team. When players are created, the hosting device allocates a

unique team to each player. Players may change their teams arbitrarily as long as the total

number of active teams (i.e. teams with at least one player in it) is kept at two or more. Being a

party game that is played locally or via the LAN, the players are expected to be within easy

reach of each other. As such, we leave the balancing of the teams and any fairness issues that

may crop up to the players themselves. The game can be started as long as there are two active

teams, and no e�ort is made to ensure that the teams contain roughly equal numbers of

players.



As requested by the client, we have added a camera control system. This system tracks all the

character entities in the game world and aims to calculate a good frame (i.e. rectangle) that is

able to keep all the tracked entities within it. This frame is then used by the renderer to

determine the camera frame used to display the game world onto the screen. The addition of

this camera control system allows us to reduce the size of the characters, which e�ectively

increases the perceived size of the playing area. Further, by zooming into where the battle is

taking place, it adds a greater sense of action and dynamism.

During our play-testing, we have observed that with our previous �xed spawn locations, it was

possible for characters to spawn in or on walls. The bigger problem here was that once this has

happened, the player would be unable to move the character - they are essentially stuck in or

on the wall. In order to eliminate this issue, we have added a system for dynamically generating

character spawn locations, that takes into account the 8 preferred spawn points at the corners

and sides of the game area. Due to a limitation of the SpriteKit API, and in order to reduce the

costs of manually checking if a spawn point contacts a wall, we have chosen to limit the

maximum height of the walls to below the radius of the characters.

C. Performance

The game is able to run smoothly at above 50 FPS at least 90% of the time.

1. Devices

There is currently no limit to the number of client devices that can be connected to the

host. However, we intend to support a minimum of seven connected client devices.

If a large number of connected client devices is shown to cause a signi�cant performance

issue, we can introduce a limit to the number of client devices.

2. Players

There will be at most eight players in a game session, spread out across all the devices.

Each device can have a maximum of four players playing on it.

A device can have zero players playing on it. In such a case the device provides a way to

spectate the game without taking part in it.

3. Entities

Most of the entity contact logic is centered around the characters and their tools. Given

the player limit of 8 players, there is a limited number of approximately 16 entities that can

trigger entity contacts.

Note however that each bomb character is able to have an arbitrary number of active

bombs on the playing �eld. That said, there is in practice a relatively low limit on the

range of values this can take, since each bomb takes a minimum of 0.75 seconds to charge

up and explodes ( i.e. disappears) once it hits a character or a wall. If necessary, we can also

limit the number of active bombs each bomb character can have at any point in time.



Since having a large number of map objects in a map can a�ect the time taken to load and

save the map, and the time taken to generate character spawn points, we have introduced

a limit to the number of map objects a map can contain, which is currently set at 100.

III. User Manual

A. Introduction

Grab your friends and crash your way into Kickback, a fast-paced acceleration
deathmatch. Compete against and destroy your friends (or friendships) in this chaotic
battle�eld where speed is king. Choose from various playable characters each with
unique play-styles and join the �ght!

Kickback is a 2D arena deathmatch game. Move around and attack one another in elimination

to emerge as the �nal survivor. Choose between di�erent characters, each with their own

method of movement. Trigger powerful e�ects by collecting items that appear on screen and

turn the tables on your opponents!

B. Gameplay and Mechanics

1. Objective

Fling your character around the arena as fast as possible, crashing into other player characters

to eliminate them while staying alive yourself. The �nal survivor is the winner of the round.

2. Mechanics

a. Lives

Each character begins the game with three lives.

b. Elimination

Crash Elimination

Whenever two characters touch each other, the absolute speed of the two are compared. Then

whichever is slower loses and gets Crashed, losing one life.

Bash Elimination

Characters can attack with their movement tool, i.e. weapon. The attack has a small hit area

and slow startup time, but if any character comes within this e�ective area, they will get

Bashed, losing one life.

c. Movement

Each character features a unique weapon which de�nes their mode of locomotion. For

example, the character with a sledgehammer can hit the wall and propel itself o� from there,



or hook onto corners at close range and pull towards it. The grappling hook can, well, hook

onto ledges, and allow the character to swing on the rope or �ing o� like a slingshot.

You can �nd details about character speci�c movement in the section [Characters].

d. Temporary Effects

Overview

There are various triggered e�ects that can mix up the game by introducing sudden changes of

circumstances. You can trigger these by colliding into a pickup item that appears on screen

occasionally, at designated spawn points.

Boost - Makes you go faster for a short period of time

Invincible - Makes you immune to damage for a short period of time

Repel - Pushes other characters away from you for a short period of time

Gravity - Causes everyone to accelerate towards the bottom of the screen for a short

period of time

Poison - Starts spawning poison around the map, which kills whoever enters it

e. Scoring

Score by either Crashing or Bashing others to get kills, and avoid being Crashed or Bashed,

which counts as a death. You begin the game with 2000 points, gains 500 points for each

character you kill, and loses 500 points each time you are killed.

C. Story and Characters

1. Story and Setting

In a world ruled by chaos, the greatest �ghters of the era meet in a no-holds-barred

competition of speed and skill.

2. Characters

a. The Wolf (Sledgehammer)

Carries a long hammer that can be swung around and used for propulsion by colliding with

surfaces, pushing The Wolf away, but does not hit characters. The Bash attack swings the

hammer in front in a wide but slow arc.

b. The Lemur (Grappling Hook)

Can �re a hook that travels straight and attaches to the �rst surface it contacts. The Lemur,

once tethered, can swing in the pointed direction or retract the rope gradually or detach it with

the button. The Bash attack shoots the hook a short distance ahead.

c. Mr Wright (Jetpack)



Can accelerate towards the pointed direction but retains momentum quite well and hence has

rather poor turning ability. The initial burst of jet �ames can cause a Bash, but this has a very

short range and activation period.

d. Prof Wattson (Gravity Gun)

Can accelerate towards the nearest surface in the pointed direction, with the attractive force

proportional to the distance between Prof Wattson and that surface. The Bash attack is a short

swing ahead in a narrow arc with decent range.

e. Mr Lasama (Bomb)

Can throw bombs in front of it. By pressing and holding the button, the force and hence

distance of the throw can be controlled, however a minimum duration must pass before the

bomb can be thrown by releasing the button. The bomb explodes a�er a set delay, and pushes

Mr Lasama away from it while Bashing nearby enemy characters.

f. Ms Adler (Chains)

Can �re a chain that travels out towards the pointed direction but can be controlled slightly by

continuing to point in some direction. Once it hits a surface, Ms Adler is dragged towards it

with a constant speed, inversely proportional to the distance between. At any time while the

chain is active, but only once per shot, press the button to activate a Bash attack at the �ying

end of the chain, which also causes the chain to retract immediately a�er.

D. User Interface

1. Controls

There are two main controls - one analog stick as the direction pointer and one push button as

the secondary control. The game supports up to four local players, with each control taking up

one corner of the screen, which players can use generally with both thumbs.

2. Character Movesets

Controls are notated as follows:

D: Analog stick pointing in any direction;

N: Analog stick in neutral position;

A: Action button pushed;

a. denotes an action performed while the weapon is active.

N does nothing and D causes the character to turn towards that direction, unless otherwise

stated.

a. The Wolf (Sledgehammer)

D:   Swing hammer towards direction.

A:   [Bash attack] Charge forward a short distance while swinging hammer in a small arc.

b. The Lemur (Grappling Hook)



DA:   Shoot the hook in that direction. It becomes active upon hitting a wall.

a.D:   (When the hook is active, you are attached to the wall by the rope.) Swing on the line:

le� – clockwise; right – counterclockwise.

a.DA:   Retract the line gradually.

a.NA:   Detach the line.

NA:   [Bash attack] Shoot hook a short distance in current facing direction.

c. Mr Wright (Jetpack)

A:   [Bash attack] Begin accelerating forwards and deal damage with the initial burst of jet

�ames. The jetpack becomes active.

a.A:   (Keep holding the button.) Accelerate towards the current facing direction.

d. Prof Wattson (Gravity Gun)

DA:   Accelerate towards the �rst surface in direction.

NA:   [Bash attack] Perform a short range attack forwards.

e. Mr Lasama (Bomb)

A:   Start charging the throw. Becomes active.

a.A:   Continue charging the throw, the duration determines how far the bomb is thrown.

N:   [Bash attack] (Release the button.) Throws the bomb if there is su�cient charge.

f. Ms Adler (Chains)

DA:   Shoots the chain in that direction, which becomes active immediately.

a.NA:   [Bash attack] Attack with the end of the chain, causing it to retract immediately.

a.D:   Push the chain towards that direction, a�ecting its �ight path.

E. Application Flow

1. Main Menu

When the game is �rst started, the main menu is displayed. Here, buttons take you to the

various screens: “NEW GAME” – Game Setup Screen, “JOIN GAME” – Join Game Screen,

“DESIGN” – Map Designer Screen.

2. Game Setup Screen

Here, choose the map to play on and whether to enable LAN multiplayer. Wait for other

devices to connect; they should show up in the listing below the toggle switch. Pressing

“CONTINUE” brings you to the Room Screen.

3. Join Game Screen

From here, you can join a game hosted by another device on the network that has enabled LAN

multiplayer. Tap “Join” on any device shown to join its game.

4. Room Screen - Player Join



Displays information about players who have joined the game via the local device. Allows

others to join by tapping in. Pressing “PREVIEW” brings you to a view of the various player

and control positions, which can be customized by swapping them around by pressing the

swap button in between two corners. Press “READY” from here to signal that you’re ready, and

the game starts once all devices are ready.

5. Play Screen

The main screen of the game. Destroy all enemies to win!

6. Game Summary and Score Screen

Displays information about the performance of each player in the game that has just ended.

Here, you can either “QUIT” which brings you back to the menu, or “PLAY AGAIN” which

starts another round with the same map and characters.

7. Map Designer Screen

Allows creating and editing maps. Place obstacles around the map which are also used for

movement. Items can be resized by pinching, rotated, and moved about freely in the available

space. Load existing maps to edit them or save your new creations using the buttons at the

bottom.

IV. Testing

A. Strategy

1. Glass-box testing

For models and logic-heavy classes that do not depend on the user interface (e.g. 

StorageManager), we can make use of unit and regression testing to ensure that they are

correctly implemented and that they remain correctly implemented when changes are made on

the project. Unit testing of these classes will help to increase the ease of integrating them into

the larger project, and by catching any issues or errors in these classes at an early stage, it can

help reduce the time and e�ort needed to resolve them.

Note that subsystems such as Physics cannot be tested this way as they depend directly on

libraries we have no control over – hence they can only be tested as a black-box.

2. Black-box testing

For other parts of the project that depends on or interacts with the user interface, such as the

view controllers and game engine, we will need to make use of manual black-box testing. We

will check that the view output conforms to that in our speci�cations, and check that upon

triggering an event or entering a user input, the resulting display on the screen matches the

expected outcome.

The important areas that black-box testing will need to cover include the following areas:



Game �ow and logic

Characters, actions

Interaction rules

Event/Object triggers

Scoring and statistics (player kill/death statistics and score)

Environment/stage behavior

User Interface

Title screen

Menu and menu functions (start/menu selection, cycling/scrolling through items)

Controls, multi-button response (button mashing)

Game options

Aesthetics

Art: characters, items, maps

Animation: timing

Camera: timing, dynamics (zooming, shake, etc.)

3. Play testing

We will play the game or invite people to test our game for game balance, di�culty, and level

of fun and engagement. This will reveal exploitable game rules and allow us to change the

parameters of the game. Play testing may also reveal functional details of the game that we

failed to consider.

4. Stress testing

We will stress test our game to ensure simulation and rendering is smooth, and that user

controls are responsive, even when swarmed with actions (refer to the Performance section).

This includes the scenario where all players are actively using their controls at the same time.

If online multiplayer mode is added, the game updates from the host will also need to be

delivered to client devices quickly enough (i.e. with a su�ciently low latency of below 50ms).

B. Test Results

Almost all testing was conducted as black-box testing, and as exploratory testing rather than

scripted testing. We went with exploratary testing in order to discover unconsidered issues

within the shortest possible time.

The character behaviour was tested through both play-testing and a semi-formal veri�cation

process. This proceeds in two steps, �rstly, the state machine (given in a following section) of

the character is veri�ed to be correct by tracing through possible paths based on possibly

received input sequences; secondly, the state machine must be implemented correctly in code.

The latter is simpli�ed by the control interface of the characters, which takes in an input state

directly and changes the characters’ state immediately a�er, performing any required actions

along the way.

Event triggers are tested by directly observing the log output, where all events are written to

when sent or received. No scripted testing was used here since manual testing of the GUI is

many times more e�cient than sourcing an automated GUI testing framework that meets the



requirements. From our tests, all events that should happen are properly triggered, received,

and responded to, however there is some uncertainty on whether they are received at the

correct time as they should be due to network unreliablity.

Physics contacts and collisions are tested by directly observing the physics world through

SpriteKit’s built-in showPhysics �ag and by presenting the physics scene onto the game view.

This allows us to view the hurtboxes and hitboxes of all entities. We then verify that whenever

two boxes come into contact with each other, the relevant e�ects are correctly triggered. For

example, once a character has taken three hits from a weapon, it should be killed (i.e. removed

from the world). We also tested with the help of a logging statement at the contact handler

function, which has proven that the relevant contacts do indeed trigger as expected.

Our play-testing sessions, which involved both ourselves and members of the public, have also

revealed various issues about the lack of balance among the di�erent characters (e.g. the

grappling hook and chains character being too slow and sluggish), as well as some bugs that

can occur as a result of the interactions between characters and the power-ups they acquire

(e.g. the bu� power-up potentially allowing characters and tools to shoot through walls). These

sessions have been valuable in helping us �nd and resolve these bugs and issues of balance.

Stress testing conducted as part of public play-testing revealed that the system does not deal

well with unreliable network connections such as those of NUSNET. While no input actions

were observed to have been dropped, rendering is prone to stuttering. It appears that

interpolation between received states may be required to fully eliminate this phenomenon.

We also stress tested our app with maps that contain many objects, and in particular walls.

This causes signi�cant lag when it comes to map saving and later starting a new game with the

map, where character spawn locations have to be calculated based on wall positions. In view of

this observation, we have introduced a limit on the number of map objects that a map can

contain, which is currently set at 100.

V. Design and Implementation

A. Overview

The game engine uses an entity- or data-centric design, with entities representing objects in

the game. We can conceptually decompose the game engine into multiple smaller modules,

each with its own roles and responsibilities. Being a physics-based game, the physics

subsystem is the central component of the game engine.

Module Description

Audio Manages background music and sound e�ects.

Control Receives and translates user input into messages that entities respond to.

Network Allows communication between the host device and client devices, or

between the host and client components on the host device.



Physics Manages the creation and update of physics. In general, entities provide a

collision area (i.e. hurtbox), which is used by the physics engine to report

interactions or to simulate actual collisions. Each entity contains a

reference to its physics object, and the latter de�nes the former’s physical

properties including position, speed, etc.

Rendering Manages the creation and update of visual contents. The renderer receives

entity data from the game engine and draws them on screen accordingly.

B. Third-Party Libraries

Library Purpose

AVFoundation Used by the audio subsystem for playing background music

and sound e�ects.

MultipeerConnectivity Used by the network subsystem for implementing LAN

multiplayer.

SpriteKit Used for physics simulation of game world, and for rendering

the game world onto the screen.

Chosen because it is the only maintained library for 2D

physics on Swi� right now (alternatives such as cocos2d have

been abandoned).

Swi�Lint Used for enforcing a consistent coding style.

Toast-Swi� Used for displaying success and error messages to the user.

UIKit Used for user interfaces.

Choice of Network Library

A networking solution was needed to implement multiplayer across more than one connected

devices. We investigated three potential candidates (MultipeerConnectivity, Game Center, and

Firebase) before ultimately deciding on going with MultipeerConnectivity. This is chie�y

motivated by its lack of monetary cost and the (theoretical) low latency it o�ers.

Solution (Option 1): MultipeerConnectivity

Pro: Does not come with a monetary cost.

Pro: Connects with local devices via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, therefore o�ering good network

latency (in theory).

https://github.com/realm/SwiftLint
https://github.com/sca%20lessec/Toast-Swift


Pro: Built into the Swi� library, therefore there is no need to import an additional third-

party library.

Con: Documentation and resolved discussions surrounding the library seems to be

lacking.

Option 2: Game Center

Pro: In addition to supporting realtime multiplayer, Game Center also provides a

leaderboards and achievements system.

Pro: Built into the Swi� library, therefore there is no need to import an additional third-

party library.

Con: Requires a registered Apple Developer account to use, which we do not have, and

which costs USD$99.

Con: The documentation does not make clear how the network connection is set up or

routed - in particular, whether the Game Center servers remain an intermediary a�er the

initial connection set-up, which will a�ect the network latency.

Option 3: Firebase

Pro: Well-documented, with various options (e.g. realtime database, cloud �restore) to

choose from.

Con: Introduces a bit of additional latency due to the need to communicate with Google’s

servers.

Con: Comes with a monetary cost as the app scales beyond the limits of the free tier.

C. Runtime Structure

1. State Machines

a. Characters



D. Module Structure

1. Class Diagram





2. Class Descriptions

Class Purpose Owns/Manages

HostGameSession The host game session is used only

by the host and holds the

authoritative information about

the current game con�guration

and stage.

It uses a HostNetworkManager to

�nd and communicate with the

clients and a HostGameEngine to

run the game simulation.

HostNetworkManager, 

HostGameEngine, 

players, 

teams, 

Client connections 

HostGameEngine The host game engine is run on

only the game host and is

responsible for simulating the

Entities/Characters, 

lives, 

Scorer, 



physics and game world. It creates

and manages entities with the help

of the physics manager, and keeps

track of lives and scoring.

PhysicsManager, 

CameraController, 

EntityGenerator 

ClientGameSession The client game session is used by

all devices and holds local game

con�guration data as well as game

con�guration data sent by the

host.

It uses a ClientNetworkManager

to search for and communicate

with the server and a 

ClientGameEngine to render the

game.

ClientNetworkManager, 

ClientGameEngine, 

local players, 

Renderer, 

AudioService, 

ClientGameEngine The client game engine is run on

all devices and is responsible for

running and displaying all audio-

visual aspects of the game.

It creates and updates sprites via

the renderer when GameEvent

objects are forwarded to it from

the ClientGameSession.

(references to 

ClientGameSession-

owned objects)

Renderer, 

AudioService 

SoundManager: 

AudioService

Used for playing background

music and sound e�ects..

Contains a single AVAudioPlayer

to play background music, and

uses multiple players to play sound

e�ects.

GameRenderer: 

Renderer

Manages a list of entity views.

Creates and updates them,

drawing them onto the screen, at

the request of its owning 

ClientGameEngine.

EntityRenderer

Entity Represents an object within the

host-side simulation of the game

world.

An entity owns a PhysicsBody,

and contains the image name to

PhysicsBody



load, along with any animation

data, which is used by 

GameRenderer to create the view

for this entity.

It also belongs to an entity group,

which is used to customize contact

and collision reactions.

PhysicsManager Manages the addition and removal

of entities into the physics

simulation. Update is called

periodically to apply physics onto

these entities by the SpriteKit

engine and to update the physical

properties of the entity.

PhysicsBody Stores basic physical properties

and hitboxes.

Owned by Entity.

StorageManager Handles the saving and loading of

map, character data, and

screenshots.

Caches map list and returns copies

as necessary.

3. Events

Producer Consumer Type

HostGameSession ClientGameSession Session Events:

welcome 

clientJoined 

clientLeft 

… (15 others) … 

endGame 

endSession 

ClientGameSession HostGameSession Session Request Events:

hello 

addPlayerRequest 

modifyPlayerRequest 



removePlayerRequest 

markAsReadyRequest 

HostGameEngine and

its managed objects 

(Entities, Status

E�ects, 

and PhysicsManager)

ClientGameEngine (via 

ClientGameSession

delegation)

Delegates to media layer.

Audio-visual Events:

playSoundEffect 

createEntity 

removeEntity 

animateEntity 

modifyLabel 

updateCamera 

addParticleEffect 

removeParticleEffect 

createEntityProgressBar 

updateEntityProgressBar 

Entities, Status E�ects, 

and PhysicsManager

HostGameEngine applyStageEffect

Delegates to physics

manager:

createEntityObj 

removeEntityObj 

Delegates to scorer:

killCharacter 

E. Design Patterns

1. Singleton pattern

StorageManager

This enforces that the app only has one instance of StorageManager, ensuring the ease and

consistency of caching.

Alternatively we could have a class with fully static methods and properties. This is a debatable

point and is largely a matter of preference.

2. Facade pattern

PhysicsBody and PhysicsManager

PhysicsBody is a facade of SKNode, providing the subset of its functionality we require to

simulate our game physics on these nodes. Similarly, PhysicsManager is a facade of SKScene,

enclosing all contact and update handling within the SKScene, and handling additional

requests through its own delegate. This allows us to decouple SpriteKit components from other



components, allowing us to easily swap out SpriteKit for other physics engine if there is a

need, and also simplifying the interface to only those that are necessary for our app.

Furthermore, it enhances code readability at call site because certain actions (e.g. attach, 

tether) wraps and abstracts away code in a function that has a semantically �tting name.

Alternatively, we could have subclassed SpriteKit classes to add additional �elds or methods as

necessary. However, this exposes all methods in the superclass which is unnecessary and

potentially confusing (e.g. update() vs update(TimeInterval)). Furthermore other

components can call these methods which requires us to make more changes suppose we

wanted to swap out SpriteKit.

NetworkManager

The NetworkManager is a facade of MultipeerConnectivity, which hides the complex

networking logic behind the simpler interface that is used by other components to interact

with the network or other clients through the network. NetworkManager delegates handling of

actions from the network to its own delegate, which is built upon higher-level constructs (ie. 

GameEvents). This allows us to decouple the network component from other components,

which only works upon a uni�ed interface, allowing us to easily swap out

MultipeerConnectivity for some other network library should there be a need to.

Alternatively, we could have directly used MultipeerConnectivity classes and methods in our 

GameSessions, doing away with the additional level of network abstraction, though making

changes would be more problematic due to the tight coupling introduced.

SoundManager

The SoundManager is a facade of AVFoundation, providing an interface that simply supports

the playing of background music and sound e�ects, hiding how these sounds are being played.

3. Observer pattern

ConnectionObserver and NetworkManagerObserver

ClientNetworkManager and HostNetworkManager observes the Connection to handle low-

level connection state changes and receiving of data.

ClientGameSession and HostGameSession observes the NetworkManager to handle higher-

level connection state changes and receiving of data from the network. This is propagated from

the above a�er doing the necessary unwrapping of the data.

Here, observer pattern is used since it gives us lower coupling (where we do not require a back-

reference to the owner e.g. the connection and its owning network manager) and allows for

multiple observers on each object. While we do not currently make use of multiple observers, it

used to be the case that a Connection would have multiple observers, and it is conceivable,

reasonable, and possible that Connections and NetworkManagers may be observed by multiple

parties.

Alternatively we could have the observing object directly query the observed object, but this

can lead to unnecessary queries (e.g. querying every few seconds). Apple also has a built-in

Noti�cationCenter which allows objects to send out / listen for speci�c noti�cations, but using



this centralized entity which is not under our control makes it more complex to map

relationships and independently test components.

4. Delegate pattern

xxxViewCellDelegate

All View Cells that accept user input have their own delegate so that the View Controllers can

handle any input actions on these View Cells. This ensures that our views remain passive and

that they conform to the MVC architecture.

PhysicsManagerDelegate

PhysicsManager calls its delegate to handle events that are generated as a result of physics

contacts and updates. This allows the GameEngine to respond to physics events while being

decoupled from SpriteKit components (as discussed above).

GameSessionDelegate

HostGameSession and ClientGameSession call their delegates to handle connection of

devices and session events that are received. This allows View Controllers to update the view

based on actions performed (e.g. starting the game when all clients are ready).

5. Template method pattern

Entity

All entities have common behavior and respond to similar events such as physics contact and

per-frame updates. Hence, we made template methods in the base Entity class that de�nes

the actions taken by the entity on these events, which are to be overriden based on the speci�c

entity type.

1. onContact(Entity) -> [GameEvent], to de�ne what happens when this entity contacts

with the given one.

2. onDamage(Entity) -> [GameEvent], to de�ne what happens when this entity is

damaged by the given entity.

3. update(GameWorld) -> [GameEvent], to de�ne actions taken per-frame.

These methods are called by the physics engine in a common way and their implementations

or properties of the entity subclass determine the exact actions to be taken.

Pickup

All pickups have common behavior which is that they live for some pre-determined amount of

time, can be picked up by certain types of entities and that some actions are taken once they

are picked up by any such entity. In view of this, we used the template method pattern by

de�ning skeletons for operations pickup objects can take (which are overriden in subclasses):

1. isCollectable(Entity) -> Bool, to check whether given entity can pick up this object.

2. onCollect(Entity) -> [GameEvent], to de�ne actions taken when this object is picked

up by given entity.

and extracting common functionality (making the entity methods final):



1. On Entity’s update(), update the frames lived and destroy the pickup if it has exceeded

its lifetime.

2. On Entity’s onContact(Entity), check if isCollectable(Entity), and return 

onCollect(Entity) if true.

This reduces duplication of code regarding per-frame update and contacts and allows

subclasses to focus on customizing when and what happens on pick up, while disallowing

them to change common, pre-de�ned behavior (e.g. frames lived should always be updated

every frame, and allowing update() to be overriden may cause a problem).

TimedStatusEffect<Object>

All timed status e�ects have common behavior which is that they are active for some pre-

determined amount of time, and when stacked, the active time is stacked. Again, we de�ne

skeletons for properties or operations to be speci�ed by subclasses:

1. maxStack: Int, which speci�es the maximum number of times this status e�ect can be

stacked.

2. tickAndApply(Object) -> [GameEvent], which de�nes any e�ects that are applied per

frame a�er updating frames lived.

and extract some common functionality:

1. On StatusEffect’s isExpired(Object), return whether the e�ect is applied longer than

its lifetime (taking into account stacking).

2. On StatusEffect’s apply(Object), update the frames applied and call 

tickAndApply(Object).

3. On StatusEffect’s onStack(Object), increase the lifetime due to stacking, if current

stack count is less than maxStack.

Again, code duplication is reduced since all timed e�ects follow the same expiration and

stacking logic, and we can focus on customizing the behavior of e�ects and the maximum

stack allowed in subclasses.

F. Design Considerations

1. Front-end Architecture

Considerations

Solution (Option 1): Model-View-Controller (MVC)

Pro: Used for the bubble blaster so there is increased familiarity which will save us the

time of getting used to a new architecture.

Pro: Simple and easy to implement and understand.

Con: Controllers may get huge.

We can separate these into di�erent �les if needed to make navigation easier.

Option 2: View, Interactor, Presenter, Entity, and Router (VIPER)

Pro: New and exciting.



Con: One of us has previously worked with the VIPER architecture in an Android app and

it turns out that there is a lot of boilerplate code that quickly gets tedious.

Con: Since it is a rather recent architecture without a well formed speci�cation to follow,

it can cause challenges in the form of design problems that not many have tackled.

2. Shi� away from Entity-Component architecture

Previous Solution

We used to have a component system for Entity, which uses the GKEntity and GKComponent

classes from GameplayKit. This allowed us to add arbitrary components to entities, which is

later fetched from Entity through dynamic casting. This provides �exibility and we can have

clearly separated roles and responsibilities for di�erent components.

Considerations

We later realized that all our entities would have the same components, which undermined the

bene�ts provided by the Entity-Component architecture, namely in the reusability of

components. Furthermore, there was increased code complexity incurred when fetching the

di�erent components, and dynamic casting is known to be computationally expensive, hence

we decided to remove this system.

Current Solution

Components such as the physics body, etc. are included in the entity class directly as member

�elds. There is no need to query any given entity for the existence of a certain component.

3. Separate rendering and physics

Solution

Although SpriteKit applies physics to and renders the same SKNode (where SKPhysicsBody is

contained in the node), we decided to separate the two components by using one SKScene for

rendering and a di�erent one for physics.

Considerations

Allows us to easily swap out the physics engine if SpriteKit doesn’t meet our usage

requirements, without breaking the rendering (which can still be done using SpriteKit).

Entities can have more than one type of hitbox, hence we need more than one 

SKPhysicsBody to simulate them. Having separate rendering and physics abstractions

allow us to keep this internal implementation detail completely separate from the view.

In a networked game, only the host needs to perform the physics simulation, while both

host and clients need to render all the entities. If these two systems are coupled through

SpriteKit, it will be di�cult to implement network functionality.

4. Application-renderer interface

Problem

Given the previous consideration of separating state (physics) and rendering, there is a need to

feed updated positions, etc. of entities into the renderer so that the latest game state can be



displayed to the user.

Considerations

Option 1: Provide a list of entities each update tick to the renderer, from which it extracts the

necessary physical information.

Pro: Easy to implement and ensures that renderer has all the information it needs.

Con: Couples the implementation of entities a little too much to the renderer

Con: Raises performance concerns since even entities at rest would be redrawn.

Option 2: Use an observer interface on the entities

Pro: Allows the renderer to only update nodes that have changed.

Con: Su�ers from the same coupling issue as above.

Con: On a networked game the entities do not reside on client devices, hence this

observation needs to work over the network, which would require it to support both push

and pull modes, instead of just the former.

Solution (Option 3): Use an event-based system to pass information about entity updates to the

renderer and possibly the game engine as well.

Pro: Solves the coupling issue, since events only need be as detailed as the consumers need

them.

Pro: Also allows us to handle arbitrary changes to the game state or view based on entity

updates and responses to other messages.

5. Event-based system

Problem: Implementation of system

We realised that we needed to support messaging / communication between entities and the

game world, as well as update the view. The simple solution of storing a back-reference to the

game world inside the entities was undesirable, and hence several implementations for an

event-based system were considered.

Option 1: A central system for raising and subscribing to events, i.e. a full-blown event-based

system

Pro: Allows arbitrary modules to subscribe to arbitrary events that can be raised from

anywhere.

Con: We felt that this approach was too heavy and we really only needed entities, status

e�ects, etc. to be able to pass messages upwards, to the game engine.

Solution (Option 2): Allow entities, status e�ects, etc. to create event objects and return them

to the game engine through their interface functions (e.g. control for characters and apply,

etc. for status e�ects).

Pro: Much simpler to implement, and only allows objects below in the chain of ownership

/ responsibility to pass messages upwards.

Con: Requires returning a value from various functions and remembering to actually

process the returned events each time.



However, the return value makes it very clear which functions can possibly raise

events, since there is no language support for that otherwise (other than abusing the 

throws exception handling declaration)

Option 3: Create an event queue in the necessary classes themselves, which the engine can

check and process periodically.

Pro: Removes the need for functions to return events and for them to be passed up

through the ownership tree.

Con: Unlike the previous, events do not need to be processed immediately as a return

value, which may be a problem in this real-time simulation game.

Problem: Implementation of events

Now, we had to decide what the best way to represent events would be. Events usually need to

include some data about the event context, such as the new position and rotation of the entity

view that it updates or the target of the event, etc.

Option 1: The usual solution is to create a base class or protocol of Event and extend this as

necessary with member �elds to include the data required for each event subtype.

Solution (Option 2): With Swi�, we also have the choice of making a single enum type with

cases for each event type and associated values for their data.

Considerations

How these events can be sent over the network connection as data.

Option 1 Pro: Most events classes can get automatic conformance to Codable.

Option 2 Con: Coding for enums with associated values requires a manual implementation

with a lot of boilerplate.

Events are processed by the game engine which delegates actions as necessary to the

subsystems it controls.

Option 1 Con: Events will be type-erased to some extent to be held in the same container.

To avoid having to cast them, events would need to have a function applied to the

subsystem instead, which inverses the dependency.

Option 2 Pro: There is language support already for distinguishing di�erent events

through switch statements with enums, and the delegation can happen without creating

any additional dependencies between events and consumer subsystems.

6. Server-client architecture

In order to support networked play, there was a need to separate the game view and its state.

The initial solution was very straightforward, with the main view controller for the gameplay

creating, managing and controlling entities directly. This of course does not work if the

entities ought to be simulated on another device for networked play.

Hence, we have to separate view and state into server and client. The design chosen was to

de�ne controllers and events as the interface between these two, with the former sending user

input received through view controllers on the client to the server, and the latter sending

updates and other triggered e�ects from entities to the host game engine on the server, which



then distributes updates to the clients describing the updated game state. This is chosen for its

clear separation of concerns between the two, and the fact that it simply supports the

networked gameplay.

Another alternative design is to use an observer interface on the server, which listens to

changes in state that is of concern to clients, e.g. entity position, rotation, animations, etc., and

then sends these changes to the clients. This consideration is similar to that between using an

event-based system versus an observer interface for updating the view from the state, discussed

above.

A peer-to-peer, i.e. decentralised system was not considered as it would require periodically

checking if the state was consistent between devices, and hence technically much harder to

implement. Since the game does not support a large number of players, designating one of the

devices to perform the simulation removes much of this trouble.

7. Control interface of characters

Characters are modeled by state machines, so each character undergoes state transitions based

on the given input. An initial solution was to de�ne an interface for each character to respond

to the three major input events: pushing the analog stick, pushing the button, or releasing the

button. However, this caused fragmentation in the state transition logic and was more di�cult

to maintain. Also, this required storing the previous state of the input so that the release of the

button can be detected, since only whether the button was up or down was stored.

An alternative is to follow the prevailing convention of sending a signal each for keyDown, 

keyHold and keyUp, which correspond to button down, button hold, and button up. However,

this would require sending the input state every update tick instead of only when the view

controllers receive a change in the gesture state, lest the game engine misses the crucial 

keyDown and keyUp events.

However, if the characters’ state machines use the given input to trigger transitions, missing

those events will not a�ect them as the states can themselves keep track of the previous input

state (in the sense that they know how the state was reached). This defeats the purpose of the 

down and up events, leading to the �nal alternative design, which is the current solution. Each

character has a control function which receives the input state each time it changes, and

undergoes state transitions accordingly. Characters also have an update function which covers

automatic state transitions.

8. Status e�ect system

Problem

Status e�ects can be bu�s or stage e�ects, and they are applied to di�erent systems.

Considerations

Option 1: Have independent Buff and StageEffect classes, and Buffs can be applied to 

Characters while StageEffects can be applied to GameWorld.

Pro: There is no need to deal with generics.

Con: Lots of code duplication since the template methods in Buff and StageEffect are

the same except for the parameter type they act upon.



Con: Code duplication for the add, update and removal methods in Character and 

GameWorld.

Option 2: Have a common abstract class StatusEffect<Object>, where Object refers to the

class that the StatusEffect acts upon. Now Buff is a subclass of StatusEffect<Character>

while StageEffect is a subclass of StatusEffect<GameWorld>.

Pro: The common template in Buff and StageEffect is extracted out, reducing code

duplication.

Con: StatusEffect<Object> needs to be an abstract class with empty template methods,

since if we had StatusEffect as a protocol with Object as an associated type, we would

only be able to use StatusEffect as a generic constraint.

Con: Code duplication for the add, update and removal methods in Character and 

GameWorld still exists.

Solution (Option 3): On top of option 2, have a StatusEffectTarget protocol (representing an

object which handles the adding, updating and removing of status e�ects) with associated type 

T, which represents the object that the handled status e�ects act upon.

Pro: Reduces code duplication by extracting out common updateStatusEffects

functionality.

Pro: De�nes a common interface to which all status e�ect handlers adhere to.

Con: If GameWorld conforms to StatusEffectTarget, then GameWorld can only be used as

a generic constraint, which will break many existing dependencies and cause dependence

to less general constructs. Hence the better alternative would be to have HostGameEngine

conform to StatusEffectTarget, with associated type GameWorld. While we still gain the

bene�ts of the uniform interface, we are unable to make use of the common 

updateStatusEffects which only applies when associated type is Self (for lack of Self: 

T constraint).

9. Loading app data from JSON �les

We have chosen to load metadata information about map object types and particle types, as

well as descriptive and metadata information about each character, from JSON �les instead of

adding them into the code directly.

This was a rather easy choice as compiling data into the code causes unsightly, giant arrays of

strings in the code and makes things harder to tweak. By loading separately packaged �les, app

data can be changed on the �y without the need for recompilation and allows for easy patching

as well.

10. Map metadata

Apart from the Map class, we have also added a MapMetadata class that contains and stores a

subset of the data found in Map. In particular, MapMetadata does not contain a list of map

objects, unlike the Map class.

This allows us to store a compact list of maps (which are used by the map selectors views) and

removes the need for us to load the entire map data all the time, therefore improving

performance. Note that simply storing a list of �lenames is insu�cient for our use case as we

want to display map name and screenshot on the map selectors.



VI. Re�ection

A. Evaluation

We had some initial trouble with the schedule due to a lack of consensus on the architecture

and interfaces between components of the game engine. This includes issues like which

modules should create, initialise, and manage which objects during runtime, as well as how

these modules communicate. A particular instance was the control interface, whose design we

back-tracked on a few times. Another example is the Entity-Component architecture. We did

ultimately spend some time to discuss and resolve these issues, and the conclusions are

outlined above (refer to Design Considerations).

While the insu�ciency of communication was a signi�cant problem at the beginning, we

improved our process and managed to settle on good designs for many of the components.

Some of these include the rather e�ective server-client architecture, supported by a simple

event system that used return values. Through the events, arbitrary commands could be passed

between server and client, and the implementation of them as return values allowed us to

easily identify functions that can raise events and also made the order of event processing more

linear and predictable. This general architecture also allowed us to add new features such as

camera control or status e�ects relatively easily.

However, problems remain due to limitations in the libraries we chose. For example, SpriteKit

does not have �awless collision detection and objects moving too fast can sometimes snap past

walls. A library that supports continuous hit testing is desired, or we could have implemented

it ourselves somehow, but this was not done due to time constraints. We also do not know if

the scant few physics libraries (most of which are not maintained anymore or written in

Objective-C) for iOS will do any better than SpriteKit did. In the meantime we mitigated this

issue by limiting the speed of entities.

Another problem stems from the way we deal with synchronization of the game state: clients

do no computation at all, and the server dictates absolutely everything. This causes the state to

jump abruptly from one to the next on clients, which merely display the most recently received

state. This is obvious especially on unreliable connections where several frames in between

may be missed and a huge jump occurs a�erwards. The way to solve this would be to use a

better real-time solution for syncing game state (possibly Firebase), or to implement

interpolation between states ourselves somehow, but this was not done due to time constraints.

B. Lessons

We have learnt about the need to collaborate closer and keep one another up to date. We

realised the importance of meeting with an clear purpose, probably with the help of an agenda

so that we do not digress too much. We should also work out interfaces between our parts

more carefully before splitting up to work on them, so that integration becomes an easier task.

One mistake we made in earlier discussions, was the lack of records of the discussion, which

made it harder to write the design considerations section above. Meeting minutes should be



taken and discussion recorded somewhere for future reference, e.g. in Slack or with Github

issues which can be easily followed.

C. Known Bugs and Limitations

Unreliable network connections can cause client devices to experience input and display

lag. The former is simply due to the latency, while the latter is due to the lack of

interpolation between states coupled with the latency.

Characters may fail to spawn if the spawn generator is unable to �nd su�cient spawn

points. This is because there are no restrictions in the map creator to leave enough space

for spawning characters, and maps are not veri�ed to be playable upon saving either.

No support for display-only path entities or path rendering commands was added, which

means that certain parts of the game state is not shown to the player. For example, the

rope for the grappling hook character is not drawn as it requires a path to be drawn

separately from the grappling hook entity.

Appendix

A. Formats

The application does not expose any relevant formats to the user. It uses two types of internal

formats - one for the save �les containing the map data, and one for the network packets sent

between the host and the clients.

1. Save File Format

The application uses and assumes a speci�c format for the JSON �les that are used to store

both preloaded and user-created maps. These JSON �les must consist of the following �elds:

Field Type Remarks

name String The name of the map.

createdAt Number The date and time at which the map was created, stored as

seconds from the epoch.

updatedAt Number The date and time at which the map was last updated, stored

as seconds from the epoch.

background Number An identi�er for the background used for the map.

objects Array A list of map objects found in the map (see below).

Each map object is described by a JSON object that consists of the following �elds:

Field Type Remarks

type Number An identi�er that speci�es the type of the map object.

center [Number,

Number]

The center position of the map object, stored as an array of two

elements containing the x and y positions.



size [Number,

Number]

The size of the map object, stored as an array of two elements

containing the width and height of the object.

rotation Number The angle of the map object, in radians.

2. Network Packet Format

The application also uses and assumes a speci�c format for the network packets that are sent

between host and client devices. These network packets are sent as JSON encoded data, which

must consist of the following �elds:

Field Type Remarks

t Number An identi�er that speci�es the type of the packet (refer to the

following subsection).

d Any The packet data - the exact content of this �eld depends on the

type of the packet (refer to the following subsections).

Note that the short �eld names used in this section are speci�ed inside the CodingKeys of the 

Codable objects involved, and are used in order to reduce the amount of network data being

sent and received. The variables that correspond to these �elds, which are used by the

developer to access or set them, use much more descriptive names.

a. Packet Types

The types of packets and their corresponding identi�ers are summarized in the table below.

Note that the developer does not use these identi�ers directly but instead speci�es the type of

the packet using an enum.

ID Packet Type

0 Keep-alive

1 Session event

2 Game event

3 Game input

b. Keep-Alive Data

Keep-alive packets are not currently processed by the receiving party and hence its packet data

�eld may consist of any arbitrary data.

c. Session Event Data

Session event packets are sent and processed by the GameSession classes. The packet data �eld

of a session event packet must be a JSON object consisting of the following �elds:

Field Type Remarks

t Number An identi�er that speci�es the type of the session event.

d Any? Any additional data associated with this session event. The exact

content of this �eld depends on the type of the session event and is



speci�ed by SessionEvent.

d. Game Event Data

Game events are created and processed by the GameEngine classes. The packet data �eld of a

game event packet must be a JSON object consisting of the following �elds:

Field Type Remarks

t Number An identi�er that speci�es the type of the game event.

d Any? Any additional data associated with this game event. The exact

content of this �eld depends on the type of the game event and is

speci�ed by GameEvent.

e. Game Input Data

Game input packets are sent by the ClientGameSession class and received by the 

HostGameSession class, which forwards it to the HostGameEngine for processing. The packet

data �eld of a game input packet must be a JSON object consisting of the following �elds:

Field Type Remarks

p Number The ID of the player that this input is meant for.

s Object An input state object (see below).

The input state object consists of the following �elds:

Field Type Remarks

b Int 0 if the action button is not being pressed, or 1 if otherwise.

s [Number,

Number]

The displacement of the user’s touch position from the center of

the control stick, stored as an array of two elements containing

the x and y o�sets. If the user is not using the control stick, both

elements are set to 0.

B. Module Speci�cations

1. AudioService Protocol

An audio service is used for playing background music and sound e�ects.

Methods:

playerBackgroundMusic(resourceName: String)

Plays the background music with the given resource name.

stopBackgroundMusic()

Stops playing the currently playing background music.

playSoundEffect(resourceName: String)



Plays the sound e�ect with the given resource name once.

playSoundEffect(resourceName: String, numberOfLoops: Int)

Plays the sound e�ect with the given resource name.

2. Connection Protocol

A class conforming to this protocol represents a connection to a device.

Properties and methods:

id: ConnectionID

The unique identi�er for this connnection.

device: Device

The device on the other end of this connection.

state: ConnectionState

The current state of the connection.

sendData(_ data: Data, ofType type: PacketType, with mode: SendDataMode) 

throws

Sends the given data via this connection, using the given transmission mode.

disconnect()

Terminates this connection.

addObserver(_ observer: ConnectionObserver)

Adds an observer to this connection that will be noti�ed upon connection-related events.

removeObserver(_ observer: ConnectionObserver)

Removes a previously added observer from this connection.

3. EntityGenerator Protocol

An entity generator is able to generate entities periodically.

Properties and methods:

isActive: Bool

Whether this generator is currently active.

isDestroyed: Bool

Whether this generator should be removed.

generateEntity(world: GameWorld) -> [Entity]

Returns a list of entities generated, to be added in given order.

4. GameSession Protocol

A GameSession contains and manages the con�guration information used by an active game

session.

Properties:



stage: GameSessionStage

The current stage of the game session.

delegate: GameSessionDelegate?

The delegate that handles device-related events and session events.

5. GameWorld Protocol

A GameWorld holds and provides access to information about the game world, such as the set

of entities in the world.

Properties:

state: GameState

The current state of the game (whether it is not started, running, paused, or has ended).

getEntities() -> Set<Entity>

Returns a set containing all entities found in this game world.

getFirstEntity<T: Entity>(alongRayStart start: Point, end: Point) -> (T, 

Point)?

Finds the �rst entity in the game world that is along a ray traced from start to end.

getFirstEntity(intersectingRect rect: Rect) -> Entity?

Obtains the �rst entity which intersects with the given rectangle, if any.

6. NetworkManager Protocol

A NetworkManager creates and handles network connections to one or more networked

devices.

Properties and methods:

devices: Set<Device>

The set of devices discovered by this network manager.

connectedDevices: Set<Device>

The set of connected devices managed by this network manager.

addObserver(_ observer: NetworkManagerObserver)

Adds an observer of this network manager.

removeObserver(_ observer: NetworkManagerObserver)

Removes an observer of this network manager.

sendData(_ data: Data, ofType type: PacketType, with mode: SendDataMode)

Sends the given data to all connected devices, with the given transmission mode.

reset()

Resets the network manager to its initial state.

7. PlayerInputReceiver Protocol

A PlayerInputReceiver can be used for receiving player input information.



Methods:

receiveInput(_ state: InputState, for player: PlayerID)

Receives a change in the state of a player’s control.

8. Renderer Protocol

A renderer provides the ability to render game entities onto the screen.

Methods:

addEntity(_ entity: DrawableEntity)

Adds a node that renders the given entity to screen.

updateEntity(uid: EntityID, position: Point, rotation: Scalar, alpha: 

Scalar)

Updates the position, rotation and alpha of the node with the given unique ID.

animateEntity(uid: EntityID, animationKey: AnimationKey)

Plays the given animation on the node with the given unique ID.

updateEntityLabel(uid: EntityID, text: String, color: Color)

Updates the text and color of the label describing the node with the given unique ID.

removeEntity(uid: EntityID)

Removes the node with the given unique ID from the renderer.

setCameraFrame(to frame: Rect)

Changes the camera frame to the given frame.

reset()

Resets the renderer to its initial state.

addParticleEffect(_ effect: ParticleEffect)

Adds a node that displays the given particle e�ect to screen.

removeParticleEffect(uid: ParticleEffectID)

Removes the particle e�ect with the given unique ID from the renderer.

addEntityProgressBar(data: EntityProgressBarData)

Adds a progress bar that belongs to a speci�c entity.

updateEntityProgressBar(data: EntityProgressBarUpdate)

Updates the value of a progress bar that belongs to a speci�c entity.

9. Scorer Protocol

A scorer provides the storage, retrieval, and calculation of game scores.

Methods:

addPlayer(player: Player, initialScore: Int)

Adds a player with the given initial score.

incrementKill(playerId: PlayerID)



Increments the given player’s kill by one.

incrementDeath(playerId: PlayerID)

Increments the given player’s death by one.

getScoreSheet() -> GameResult

Returns the scores of all players.

reset()

Removes all information held by this scorer.

10. Map

Map is an encapsulation of a map in the game. Maps provide the game engine with information

about the entities to be created and loaded into the game world.

Properties and methods:

name: String

The name of the map.

createdAt: Date

The date and time at which the map was created.

updatedAt: Date

The date and time at which the map was last updated.

background: MapBackground

The background of the map.

objects: Set<MapObject>

The map objects that were added to this map.

addObject(_ object: MapObject)

Adds the given object into this map.

removeObject(_ object: MapObject)

Removes the given object from this map. Does nothing if the object is not currently in the

map.

11. MapObject

MapObject is an encapsulation of an object that is added to a map. A map object corresponds

to a single entity that will be created and loaded into the game world by the game engine.

Properties and methods:

type: MapObjectType

The type of the map object.

center: Point

The initial position of the map object.

size: Size

The initial size of the map object.



rotation: Scalar

The initial rotation of the map object, in radians.

clone() -> MapObject

Creates and returns a copy of this map object.

12. Player

Player is an encapsulation of a player of the game and is used by the host components of the

app.

Properties:

clientId: ClientID

The ID of the client that the player is playing on.

id: PlayerID

The ID assigned to the player.

name: String

The name of the player.

teamId: TeamID

The ID of the team that the player belongs to.

character: CharacterType

The type of the character the player is using.

13. LocalPlayer

LocalPlayer is a subclass of Player. It is an encapsulation of a player who is playing the game

on the local device, and is used by the client components of the app.

Properties (in addition to those in Player):

character: CharacterType

The type of the character the player is using.

C. User Interface

The �gure below shows the screens and work�ow of Kickback.



D. Test Cases

1. Black-Box Testing

Main Menu

When the ‘NEW GAME’ button is pressed:

Should show the New Game view

When the ‘JOIN GAME’ button is pressed:

Should show the Join Game view

When the ‘DESIGN’ button is pressed:

Should show the Map Designer view

Map Designer

When the view is initially loaded:



Map should be empty

Nothing should be selected in the palette

When the ‘BACK’ button is pressed:

If the map has unsaved edits:

Should display an alert prompting for user con�rmation.

When the ‘Con�rm’ button is pressed:

Should dismiss view to show Main Menu

When the ‘Cancel’ button is pressed:

Should dismiss the alert without further changes

If the map does not have any unsaved edits:

Should dismiss view to show Main Menu

When the ‘RESET’ button is pressed:

If the map has unsaved edits:

Should display an alert prompting for user con�rmation.

When the ‘Reset’ button is pressed:

Should reset the map name to show ‘Unnamed Map’, remove all objects

in the game area, and display a toast message displaying ‘Designer reset’

When the ‘Cancel’ button is pressed:

Should dismiss the alert without further changes

If the map does not have any unsaved edits:

Should reset the map name to show ‘Unnamed Map’, remove all objects in the

game area, and display a toast message displaying ‘Designer reset’

When the ‘LOAD’ button is pressed:

Should show Map Loader view

When the ‘SAVE’ button is pressed:

Should save the map to disk and display a toast message displaying ‘Map saved’

When the ‘EDIT’ button is pressed:

Should display an alert containing a textbox, prompting for the new map name. The

textbox should initially display the current map name.

When the ‘Edit’ button is pressed:

Should dismiss the alert and change the map name to match the text entered

in the textbox

When the ‘Cancel’ button is pressed:

Should dismiss the alert without modifying the map name



When a palette item X representing an object type is pressed:

If palette item X is currently selected:

Should deselect palette item X

If palette item X is not currently selected:

Should deselect the currently selected palette item, if any

Should also select palette item X

When the remove palette item is pressed:

If the remove palette item is currently selected:

Should deselect the remove palette item

If the remove palette item is not currently selected

Should select the remove palette item and deselect the currently selected palette

item, if any

Should also deselect the currently selected object in the game area, if any

When object X in the game area is pressed:

If object X is currently selected:

Should deselect object X

If object X is not currently selected:

Should deselect the currently selected object, if any

Should also select object X

If the type of the object is resizable and has a �xed aspect ratio:

Should also set the scale option to ‘SCALE XY’

If the type of the object is resizable and does not have a �xed aspect ratio:

Should also set the scale option to ‘FIXED SIZE’

If the type of the object is not resizable:

If the scale option is ‘FIXED SIZE’:

Should also set the scale option to ‘SCALE XY’

If the scale option is not ‘FIXED SIZE’:

Should not change the scale option

If the type of the object is rotatable:

If the rotate option is ‘FIXED ROTATION’:

Should also set the rotate option to ‘FREE ROTATE’

If the rotate option is not ‘FIXED ROTATION’:

Should not change the rotate option



If the type of the object is not rotatable:

Should also set the rotate option to ‘FIXED ROTATION’

When object X in the game area is panned:

Should move the center of object X to the user’s touch position

If object X is currently selected in the game area:

When the ‘CLONE’ button is pressed:

Should create a duplicated copy of object X

When the scale option button is pressed:

If the object type is resizable and has a �xed aspect ratio:

Nothing should happen

If the object type is resizable and does not have a �xed aspect ratio:

If the scale option is currently ‘SCALE X’:

Should set the scale option to ‘SCALE Y’

If the scale option is currently ‘SCALE Y’:

Should set the scale option to ‘SCALE XY’

If the scale option is currently ‘SCALE XY’:

Should set the scale option to ‘SCALE X’

If the object type is not resizable:

Nothing should happen

When the rotate option button is pressed:

If the object type is rotatable:

If the rotate option is currently ‘FREE ROTATE’:

Should set the rotate option to ‘SNAP ROTATE’

If the rotate option is currently ‘SNAP ROTATE’:

Should set the rotate option to ‘FREE ROTATE’

If the object type is not rotatable:

Nothing should happen

When the user performs the pan gesture on the game area:

Should move the center of object X to the user’s touch position

When the user performs the pinch gesture on the game area:

If the scale option is ‘SCALE X’:

Should scale the width of object X according to the pinch direction and

amount, taking into account the minimum object width of 8 units

If the scale option is ‘SCALE Y’:



Should scale the height of object X according to the pinch direction and

amount, taking into account the minimum object height of 8 units and the

maximum object height of 20 units

If the scale option is ‘SCALE XY’:

Should resize object X according to the pinch direction and amount, while

keeping aspect ratio and taking into account the minimum object width of 8

units, the minimum object height of 8 units, and the maximum object height

of 20 units

When the user performs the rotate gesture on the game area:

If the rotate option is ‘FREE ROTATE’:

Should rotate object X according to the user gesture

If the rotate option is ‘SNAP ROTATE’:

Should rotate object X in steps of 22.5 degrees, according to the user gesture

Map Loader

When the view is initially loaded:

Should display the names and screenshots of all maps saved by the user

When the ‘BACK’ button is pressed:

Should dismiss view to show Map Designer in the state it was previously in (before

coming to this view)

When the ‘NEW MAP’ button is pressed:

Should dismiss view to show Map Designer, with an empty map

When the delete button is pressed on cell X:

Should display an alert prompting for user con�rmation.

When the ‘Delete’ button is pressed:

Should remove cell X from the collection view, with cells at the back moving

forward to take its place

Should also delete the map data and screenshot from disk

Should also dismiss the alert

When the ‘Cancel’ button is pressed:

Should dismiss the alert without further changes

When the ‘LOAD’ button is pressed on any cell:

Should dismiss view to show Map Designer, with the map initialized to what is shown

in the cell

If maps spill over the view:

If user pans the view downwards:

Should scroll down to reveal maps at the bottom



New Game

When the view is initially loaded:

Should display a grid containing all preloaded and saved maps

If there is at least one map:

The �rst map in the grid should be selected

The name and image of the map should be shown on the right panel

When a map (that is displayed in cell X) is selected:

Should display the name and image of the selected map on the right panel

Should also set the text of the select button in cell X to “✔ SELECTED” and set its

background color to a darker shade of green

Should also display the name and image of the selected map on the right panel (of the

Join Game view) on all connected devices

If another map (that was displayed in cell Y) was previously selected:

Should also set the text of the select button in cell Y to “SELECT” and set its

background color to a light shade of green

When the hosting switch is toggled:

If the hosting switch is currently in the ON state:

Should change the state of the switch to the OFF state

Should stop allowing other devices on the network to search for and �nd this

device

If the hosting switch is currently in the OFF state:

Should change the state of the switch to the ON state

Should start allowing other devices on the network to search for and �nd this

device, and to join the game session hosted on this device

When the ‘CONTINUE’ button is pressed:

Should show the Game Setup view

Should also transition all devices that are connected to this device to the Game Setup

view

When the ‘BACK’ button is pressed:

Should dismiss view to show Main Menu

Should also disconnect all devices that are connected to this device

Join Game

When the view is initially loaded:



Should display a list of discovered game sessions

When game session X is found from a device connected to the same LAN:

Should update the list of discovered game sessions to include game session X

When game session X is lost, belonging to a device disconnected from the LAN:

Should update the list of discovered game sessions to remove game session X

When the join / leave button is pressed on cell X:

If the device is not connected to the device displayed in cell X:

Should attempt to join the game session hosted by the other device

Should also hide the join / leave button in cell X

When the device has successfully connected to the other device:

Should show the join / leave button, set its text to “LEAVE”, and set its

background color to a light shade of red

Should also show an information panel on the right, displaying the name and

screenshot of the map selected by the game session host

When the connection attempt has failed or timed out:

Should show the join / leave button

If the device is connected to the device displayed in cell X:

Should disconnect from the other device

Should also set the text of the join / leave button in cell X to “JOIN” and set its

background color to a light shade of green

Should also hide the information panel on the right

When the game session host terminates the session or the hosting device is disconnected

from this device:

Should hide the information panel on the right

If the other device is still shown on the session list (in cell X):

Should set the text of the join / leave button in cell X to “JOIN” and set its

background color to a light shade of green

Game Setup

When the view is initially loaded:

If the automated request to add an initial player was successful

Should display one player in the top bar

If the automated request to add an initial player was not successful

Should display no players in the top bar

If the top bar is empty:



Should display an empty player name, team name, and team color in the le�

panel

Should also display nothing in the right panel

If the top bar consists of one player (player X):

Should display the name, team name, team color, and character of player X in the

le� panel

Should also display information about the character of player X in the right panel

When the ‘ADD’ button is pressed:

If there are 4 players on this device or there are 8 players across all devices in the

session:

Should show a toast message displaying “Player limit has been reached”

If there is less than 4 players on this device and there is less than 8 players across all

devices in the session:

Should add a new player to the top bar with the default name, which is “Player

X”, where X is the ID of the player as assigned by the host device

Should also remove the outline from the previously selected player, if any

Should also outline the newly created player on the top bar

Should also display the name, team name, team color, and character of the newly

created player on the le� panel

Should also display information about the character of the newly created player

on the right panel

If there is now 4 players on this device or there is now 8 players across all devices

in the session:

Should disable and gray out the ‘ADD’ button

When the cell that is showing player X (on the top bar) is pressed:

Should remove the outline from the previously selected player, if any

Should also outline player X on the top bar

Should also display the name, team name, team color, and character of player X on the

le� panel

Should also display information about the character chosen by player X on the right

panel

When the ‘X’ button on the cell that is showing player X is pressed:

Should remove player X from the top bar, with entries at the right moving le�ward to

take its place

If player X was previously selected and there is at least 1 player remaining:



Should select and outline the �rst player in the top bar, and display the

corresponding information about this player in the le� and right panels

If player X was previously selected and there is no player remaining:

Should display an empty player name, team name, and team color in the le�

panel

Should also deselect all characters in the character grid

Should also display nothing in the right panel

If there was previously 4 players:

Should enable and darken the ‘ADD’ button

When the edit name button is pressed:

If no player is currently selected:

Should not cause any changes

If player X is currently selected:

Should display an alert containing a textbox, prompting for the new player name

Should display the current player name as the placeholder of the textbox

When the ‘Edit’ button is pressed:

If the text in the textbox is empty or consists only of spaces:

Should dismiss the alert without further changes

If the text in the textbox consists of characters other than spaces:

Should edit the name of the player to match the text entered in the

textbox (with leading and trailing spaces removed, and limited to the

�rst 18 characters therea�er)

Should also update the name displayed on the top bar and in the le�

panel to match the new name

When the ‘Cancel’ button is pressed:

Should dismiss the alert without further changes

When the edit team button is pressed:

If no player is currently selected:

Should not cause any changes

If player X is currently selected:

Should display a collection of all teams in the game, and, for each team, should

display a list of containing the player names and character icons of all players in

that team

Should set the text of the join button of the team that player X is currently in to

“✔ JOINED”, and set its background color to green



When the top or the bottom margin is pressed:

Should hide the team selection view without any further changes

When the join button of team Y is pressed:

If player X is currently in team Y:

Should hide the team selection view without any further changes

If player X is not currently in team Y:

Should hide the team selection view

Should also change the team of player X to team Y and update the team

name and color displayed in the le� panel

When character X is selected:

If no player is currently selected or the selected character is the same as the previous

selection:

Should not cause any changes

If player Y is currently selected and the selected character is not the same as the

previous selection:

Should remove the outline from the previously selected character

Should also set the character chosen by player Y to be character X, outline

character X, and display information about character X on the right panel

Should also change the image of player Y on the top bar to that of character X

Whenever a player is added or removed on any device in the game session:

If there are 4 players on this device or there are 8 players across all devices in the

session:

Should disable and gray out the ‘ADD’ button

If there is less than 4 players on this device and there is less than 8 players across all

devices in the session:

Should enable and darken the ‘ADD’ button

Whenever a player is added or removed on any device in the game session, or a player on

any device changes team:

If the team selection view is currently visible:

Should update the lists of players displayed on the team selection view to re�ect

the updated information

If there are less than 2 players in total or there are less than 2 active teams in total:

Should hide the preview / ready button

If there are 2 or more players on this device and there are 2 or more active teams in

total:



Should show the preview / ready button, set its text to “PREVIEW”, and set its

background color to transparent

If there are 2 or more players and active teams in total, and this device is marked as

ready:

Should show the preview / ready button, set its text to “✔ READY”, and set its

background color to green

If there are 2 or more players and active teams in total, and this device is not marked

as ready:

Should show the preview / ready button, set its text to “READY”, and set its

background color to a light shade of green

Whenever a device is marked as ready or stops being marked as ready:

If there are no devices that are marked as ready:

Should hide the label describing the number of ready devices

If there is at least one device that is marked as ready:

Should show the label describing the number of ready devices, which should

display “X / Y devices ready”, where X is the number of devices that are ready and

Y is the total number of devices in the session

When the preview / ready button is pressed:

If there are less than 2 players in total or there are less than 2 active teams in total:

Should not cause any changes

If there are 2 or more players on this device and there are 2 or more active teams in

total:

Should show the Game Preview view

If there are less than 2 players on this device, there are 2 or more players and active

teams in total, and this device is marked as ready:

Should not cause any changes

If there are less than 2 players on this device, there are 2 or more players and active

teams in total, and this device is not marked as ready:

Should mark this device as ready

Should also set the text of the preview / ready button to “✔ READY”, and set its

background color to green

When the back / leave session button is pressed:

If this device is the hosting device:

Should dismiss the current view to show the New Game view

Should also transition all devices that are connected to this device to the Join

Game view

If this device is not the hosting device:



Should display an alert prompting for user con�rmation.

When the ‘Leave’ button is pressed:

Should disconnect from the hosting device

Should also dismiss the current view to show the Join Game view

When the ‘Cancel’ button is pressed:

Should dismiss the alert without further changes

Game Preview

When the view is initially loaded:

Should have number of players based on Game Setup view

Should show player names and character images at some corner(s)

If there is one player:

First player’s controls should �ll both corners at the bottom

If there are two players:

First player’s controls should �ll both corners at the bottom

Second player’s controls should �ll both corners at the top

If there are three or more players:

Each player’s controls should be at a single corner

Swap buttons should be available between adjacent controls positions

When a swap button is pressed:

Player(s) taking the controls adjacent to that swap button should be swapped (both

names and images)

When the ready button is pressed:

If there are less than 2 players in total or there are less than 2 active teams in total:

Should not cause any changes

If there are 2 or more players and active teams in total, and this device is marked as

ready:

Should not cause any changes

If there are 2 or more players and active teams in total, and this device is not marked

as ready:

Should mark this device as ready

Should also set the text of the preview / ready button to “✔ READY”, and set its

background color to green

If all devices in the session are now marked as ready:



Should transition all devices to the Game view

When the back / leave session button is pressed:

If this device is the hosting device or is not marked as ready:

Should dismiss the current view to show the Game Setup view in the state it was

previously in (before this view was loaded)

If this device is marked as ready and is not the hosting device:

Should display an alert prompting for user con�rmation.

When the ‘Leave’ button is pressed:

Should disconnect from the hosting device

Should also dismiss the current view to show the Join Game view

When the ‘Cancel’ button is pressed:

Should dismiss the alert without further changes

Game View

When the view is initially loaded:

Controls should be set up as in Game Preview previously (Le� hand: Primary control,

Right hand: Secondary control)

Each players’ characters should be added to the game scene

All map objects should be added to the game scene

When player X gives input: [This section is essentially a repeat of the speci�cations
detailed in Characters or in State Machines: Characters.]

If character is Sledgehammer:

If primary control panned: should swing towards the pointed direction

If secondary control pressed: should charge forward a short distance

If character is Grappling Hook:

If hook is not attached:

If primary control panned: should face the pointed direction

If secondary control pressed:

If primary control panned: should shoot a hook that travels straight in

the pointed direction

If primary control not panned: should shoot a hook that travels a short

distance forward in the facing direction

If hook is attached:

If primary control panned:



If nothing pressed: should swing towards the pointed direction, taking

reference from the attachment point.

If secondary control pressed: should retract the line and travel towards

the hook’s attached position.

If primary control not panned and secondary control pressed: should detach

the hook and character maintains current velocity.

If character is Jetpack:

If primary control is panned: should turn to face pointed direction quickly.

If secondary control is pressed: should accelerate towards the facing direction

while creating a damage hitbox at the jet �ames for the �rst few frames a�er the

button is pressed.

If character is Gravity Gun:

If primary control is panned: should turn to face pointed direction.

If secondary control is pressed and held and primary control is panned: should

accelerate towards �rst wall in the pointed direction.

If secondary control is pressed and primary control is not panned: should activate

a short range attack towards facing direction

If character is Bomb:

If primary control is panned: should turn to face pointed direction.

If secondary control is pressed and held:

If held for long enough: The bomb is thrown in the facing direction.

If held for long enough and then released: The bomb is thrown in the facing

direction.

If not held for long enough and the released: Nothing happens.

If a bomb has been thrown:

Bomb should explode a�er a set time and push the character away from it,

while Bashing nearby enemies.

If character is Chains:

If primary control is panned: should turn to face pointed direction.

If secondary control is pressed: should shoot the chain in the pointed direction

If chain is in �ight:

If primary control is panned: should turn the end of the chain towards the

pointed direction, taking reference from the end of the chain.

If secondary control is pressed: should create a Bash attack at the end of the

chain and cause it to retract.



If hit a wall: should pull character towards it at a speed directly proportional

to the distance between the character and the attachment point.

When a character hits another object:

If the object is another character:

If this character is moving faster in terms of linear speed:

Should kill the other character

If this character is not moving faster:

Should lose a life and become invulnerable for a short period of time

If the object is a wall:

Should collide with the wall, bouncing o� with some energy lost

Should not pass through the wall if moving at slow speeds

Should not pass through the wall if moving at high speeds, assuming SpriteKit is

working correctly (it isn’t as of version dated 17/04/2019)

If the object is a weapon:

If the weapon’s hitbox is active, in the middle of an attack:

Should lose a life and become invulnerable for a short period of time

If the object is a bu�:

Should cause the bu� object to disappear

Should result in e�ects described in the next few items

When character X comes into contact with a boost bu� pickup:

Should cause the magnitude of the forces, impulses, and velocity applied on character

X and its tool to be multiplied by 1.5x for a short period of time

Should also cause blue particles to be emitted from character X while the bu� is in

e�ect

If another boost bu� is activated while one is already in e�ect:

Should stack the intensity and duration of the boost bu� up to two stacks, beyond

which any additional activations will have no e�ect

When character X comes into contact with an invincibility bu� pickup:

Should cause character X to be immune to damage for a short period of time

Should also cause character X to appear translucent while the bu� is in e�ect

If another invincibility bu� is activated while one is already in e�ect:

Should stack the duration of the invincibility bu� up to three stacks, beyond

which any additional activations will have no e�ect

When character X comes into contact with a repel bu� pickup:



Should cause all enemy characters (those from opposing teams) to be repelled away

from character X for a short period of time

Should also cause red particles to be emitted from character X while the bu� is in

e�ect

If another repel bu� is activated while one is already in e�ect:

Should not cause any changes

When a character comes into contact with a gravity stage e�ect pickup:

Should cause all characters to be accelerated towards the bottom of the game area for

a short period of time

If another gravity stage e�ect is activated while one is already in e�ect:

Should not cause any changes

When a character comes into contact with a poison stage e�ect pickup:

Should cause poison clouds to begin spawning periodically in the game area, starting

from the bottom le� corner of the game area and proceeding in a spiral fashion

around the game area

If another poison stage e�ect is activated:

Should not cause any changes

When one player or one team is le� in game:

Should end the game and display the game results view above the game area on all

devices in the session

When the center of the game area is tapped:

If this device is the host device:

Should pause the game and display the pause game view above the game area on

all devices in the session

If this device is not the host device:

Should not cause any changes

When the ‘RESUME’ button on the pause game view is pressed:

If this device is the host device:

Should resume the game and hide the pause game view on all devices in the

session

If this device is not the host device:

Should not cause any changes

When the ‘END GAME’ button on the pause game view is pressed:

If this device is the host device:

Should end the game and display the game results view above the game area on

all devices in the session



If this device is not the host device:

Should not cause any changes

When the ‘QUIT’ button on the game results view is pressed:

If this device is the host device:

Should dismiss the Game view to show the Main Menu view

Should also remove the play again button from all client devices

Should also disconnect all client devices

If this device is not the host device:

Should dismiss the Game view to show the Main Menu view

Should also disconnect from the host device

If, among the remaining devices in the session, there are less than 2 players or

less than 2 teams in total:

Should remove the play again button from all devices in the session

If, among the remaining devices in the session, there are 2 or more players and

teams in total, and all devices are marked as ready:

Should hide the game results view on all devices

Should also restart the game

If, among the remaining devices in the session, there are 2 or more players and

teams in total, but not all devices are marked as ready:

Should update the text of the play again button on all devices to re�ect the

number of devices ready and the total number of devices in the session

When the play again button on the game results view is pressed:

If this device is marked as ready:

Should not cause any changes

If this device is not marked as ready:

Should mark this device as ready

Should also update the text of the play again button on all devices to re�ect the

number of devices ready and the total number of devices in the session

If all devices are now marked as ready:

Should hide the game results view on all devices

Should also restart the game

2. Glass-Box Testing

StorageManager



loadPreloadedMaps()

Should return an array containing the metadata information of all the preloaded

maps.

getSavedMaps()

Should return an array containing the metadata information of all the saved maps.

loadMap(metadata:)

Should load and return the map referred to by metadata.

If the loading or unarchiving process fails, should return nil instead.

loadMapScreenshot(metadata:)

Should load and return the screenshot of the map referred to by metadata.

If the screenshot could not be found or loaded, should return nil instead.

saveMap(map:screenshot:)

Should archive and save the given map to disk, and save the given screenshot to disk.

deleteMap(metadata:)

Should delete (from disk) the map data and screenshot of the map referred to by the

given metadata.

static loadCharacterData(filename:)

If the given filename references a valid JSON resource �le containing properly

formatted character data:

Should load and return the character data from the JSON resource �le.

Otherwise:

Should crash the app.

static loadAllMapObjectMetadata()

Should load and return a dictionary containing metadata information about all map

object types.

If the loading process fails, should crash the app.

static loadAllEntityMetadata()

Should load and return a dictionary containing metadata information about all entity

types.

If the loading process fails, should crash the app.

static loadAllParticleMetadata()

Should load and return a dictionary containing metadata information about all

particle types.

If the loading process fails, should crash the app.

Control:



When controls are activated on character: Should expect state to transition based on Finite

State Machines given in the State Machines: Characters section.

Game Rules:

Since the game happens at a fast pace, these tests have to be synthesized instead of conducted

through actual play. Initialize characters and manipulate their properties directly for exact

actions at exact timings

Test character collision:

If one of two characters is stationary: Stationary character should lose via Crash.

If more than two characters hit each other in the same frame: Only the fastest one of

all involved should survive.

Test weapon collision:

If not in a Bash attack: Should pass through enemies, not collide with them

If in a Bash attack: Character touched by weapon hitbox should lose via Bash

If two characters hit each other with their weapons in the same frame: Both should

get Bashed simultaneously (a double knockout).
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